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“I was introduced to Pepperwood
when I first came to Sonoma
County in 2019. What struck
me was the beauty of the natural
environment and the passion
of all the people involved in the
conservation and education
initiatives. I really wanted to
be a part of this vital work and
support in any way I could.”
Sheba Person-Whitley
Executive Director of the Sonoma County
Economic Development Board
& Pepperwood Board Member
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Honoring Transformative
Perspectives
Dear Friends,
A silver lining of
this pandemic
is that it has
demonstrated
that we’re all connected. Disasters
illuminate inequities in our social
systems, gaps in our preparedness,
and some flawed assumptions about
how the world works. And yet these
crises can also be catalysts for
transformation.
We’ve taken stock of our lives and how
we live them. We’ve adapted to dayto-day demands subject to change at a
moment’s notice. What new habits will
we take with us into the next chapter?
How will we treat each other and the
world around us differently based on
what we have learned?
The needs of family and career have
essentially merged into consolidated
spaces. We’ve learned the safest
places to go to heal are our natural
commons: our parks, nature
preserves, and town squares. This
moment marks a new appreciation for
how our outdoor spaces support our
collective resilience, and how we can
sustain and even strengthen our social
connectivity, even at a distance.

How can we learn from our Indigenous
leaders how to sustain this landscape’s
ecosystem health for generations?
Science inspires a toolbox full of
strategies, but we also need a shift in
our attitudes and behaviors to make
sustainable change.
At Pepperwood, we demonstrate the
role we can play in the regeneration of
our landscape to increase our water
security, decrease our fire threats,
reverse the decline of biodiversity,
and strengthen community. We do
this work so that nature can continue
to function as a refuge for everyone.
In this Spring issue, we’re honoring
transformative perspectives with a set
of stories to celebrate different ways
of seeing and relating to our natural
world.
Thank you for being part of this
journey, for taking the time to read
this newsletter and for reflecting on
this new era with us.
Warm Regards,

Lisa Micheli
President & CEO

With your help, Pepperwood is
taking these lessons learned to
reshape our relationship with the life
and landscapes of our region. The
challenges of inequity and climate
change combined now demand
our attention with an even greater
urgency.
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The Importance of
Introducing Yourself
By Stephanie Beard, Editor
Who lives here? Every time I walk into
a forest, that’s what I wonder. When
you enter a forest, you’re entering a
living, breathing system. A community.
Unless you too are an inhabitant of
that forest, you’re a guest there. As a
child, my father and I would walk
through the woods near our house,
and he’d instruct me gently, “always
introduce yourself, so that those who
live here may introduce themselves to
you.” It was something I internalized
without entirely understanding the
purpose behind it, but over the course
of subsequent decades I’ve discovered
its meaning many times over.
At Pepperwood, we take a keen
interest in who lives in the forest. We
wonder not only who they are, but
how they’re doing. Is life easy or hard?
Is food abundant or scarce? Is the
temperature suitable or unbearable?
Who’s lived here since time
immemorial, and who’s just moving in?
If you ask the right questions, you can
get a pulse on the health of the overall
system, which informs us on where we
all are right now – we, being humans,
wildlife, plants, fungi, all the
interconnected biota in this system.

We’ve been inspired by these
questions to take a scientific approach
in monitoring these ecosystems and
their inhabitants. We are dedicated to
being a permanent monitoring station
because when we know where we are
and where we’ve been, we can piece
together patterns to help us navigate
where we’re going. In this way, our
long-term monitoring projects inform
our collective adaptation to a changing
climate.
Science takes time. When we’re in a
great hurry to answer our questions,
we might mistake the answers. We
might miss the subtleties. We might
not listen as closely as we should when
others speak in their own ways. But if
we slow down, introduce ourselves,
and stay awhile, then our learning will
be infinite.

(Top) Michelle Halbur, Pepperwood’s Preserve
Ecologist, conducting forest monitoring research
(Bottom) Devyn Friedfel, Pepperwood’s Natural
Resource Specialist assisting in forest monitoring
fieldwork
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Getting to
Know Our Wild
Neighbors
By Steven Hammerich
“Camera trapping” is a great way to
discover and document wildlife. We’re
not physically capturing animals to
study them, we’re taking their picture
via 24-hour, motion-activated
cameras. At Pepperwood, we have
over 40 cameras parked in a grid
formation across the reserve, like a
team of biologists on lookout, taking
an average of 350,000 pictures a year!
Camera traps give everyone a chance
to get a personal glimpse of elusive
critters, to complement sightings of
less shy species – like deer, raccoon or
skunk – that we get to see with our
own eyes. We have been using wildlife
cameras at Pepperwood for over ten
years, and we have many amazing
wildlife pictures to share with you. If
you want to learn how to install your
own wildlife camera, check out my DIY
Wildlife Camera Class on the
Pepperwood Foundation YouTube
channel. If you try it out, let me
know how it goes, shammerich@
pepperwoodpreserve.org – I’d love to
know what you find! If you like these
still picture highlights, there are some
great wildlife videos on our YouTube
channel as well, to further spark your
curiosity about our incredible
wild neighbors.

(From top to bottom) Black bear spotted
on Pepperwood’s wildlife camera network;
Steven Hammerich doing maintenance on
the wildlife cameras; Mountain lion;
Gray fox and pup; Black bear
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Conversing
with the Creatu res of the
Under-duff

“I became a Pepperwood Steward because I love the outdoors, and I want
to contribute to Pepperwood’s mission of inspiring conservation through
science. I volunteer on the coverboard project and it feels like Christmas
morning every time I come out – you never know what you will get!”
Heide Keeble
Pepperwood Steward
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(Left to right) Genus Xystocheir Millipede,
Western Forest Scorpion, Slender Salamander
PHOTOS: HEIDE KEEBLE

If you were to ask Black Oak and
California Newt about their climate
change concerns, you’d get two
very different responses –
even though they may live
in the same neighborhood.
Pepperwood’s long-term Sentinel Site
forest monitoring creates a framework
for listening to many threads of this
conversation. We collect climate
insights from everyone ranging from
the aged oak to the salamander.
The wooden coverboards we use at
our forest monitoring stations or
“plots” are designed to entice and
engage the creatures under the “duff”
surface of the soils – those that like
cool, damp, dark conditions. And while
herpetofauna (amphibians and reptiles
– “herps” in biologist slang) are our
main target to engage in this
conversation, we won’t say no to an
under-rock chat with a scorpion or a
millipede! We currently have ten
circular forest monitoring plots each
equipped with nine coverboards for
herps monitoring.
Coverboards are square pieces of
plywood that rest on the forest floor,
installed flush with the soil, to provide
inviting shelter for herpetofauna. With
support from the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife, we
now have over 90 coverboards
distributed throughout the reserve.
Every two weeks from December to
June, our dedicated stewards and
volunteers go out with our research

staff to check underneath the boards
to count who’s there. They’re a
convenient and controlled way to
monitor these sensitive species and to
measure changes in species diversity
over time.
Monitoring plots are located in
different types of forest, which helps
us identify how the type of forest
vegetation and its overall structure, or
the size and spatial distribution of
trees and shrubs, influences the
diversity and abundance of
amphibians and reptiles. In addition to
the coverboards, each plot includes
co-located climate sensors and wildlife
cameras. We combine these
observations of how many herps we
see with weather and soils data to
understand the relationships between
forest structure, watershed health,
and biodiversity. The information we
glean is an important part of our forest
research program, one of the first in
our region designed to capture the
impacts of climate and fire on forest
health. We are also comparing results
between places where we do and do
not conduct forest thinning and
controlled burning – to understand
the impacts of our forest stewardship
on herpetofauna diversity.
Not all herps are attracted to plywood
coverboard habitats. Western Fence
Lizard, for instance, prefers the light of
day. To observe these species, we also
do timed “area searches,” when we
look under rocks, logs and in other

Pepperwood Volunteer, Rosaleen Murphy, sits in
front of a coverboard while documenting the species
she found underneath

nooks and crannies to discover the
more adventurous creepy-crawlies in
the area. Some herps like it warmer
and prefer a corrugated metal
coverboard. Others want more
breathing room between their shelter
and the ground. So in addition to our
standard coverboards, we play with
creating variations to see how it
changes who we see.
Now we can ask questions like: how do
our stewardship activities affect these
animals? If we see concerning changes
in the number and diversity of critters,
are there management activities we
can take to support these animals?
We’ll be sure to keep you apprised of
our findings. Follow us on facebook
@pepperwoodCA or check our Field
Notes blog for updates!
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Learning How Forest
Stewardship Affects
Our Watersheds
The primary objective of our land
stewardship at Pepperwood is to
cultivate healthier ecosystems.
Indigenous people in this region used
fire to steward the landscape for
millenia. After over 150 years of fire
suppression, our forests have become
overstocked, meaning there are more
trees per unit area than is really
healthy for the forest. At Pepperwood,
we estimate that without stewardship,
our forests have approximately ten
times more trees per acre than would
have historically been here.
Research suggests that forests
composed of dense stands of young
trees use more water than those with
fewer mature trees. This means that
the overstocked forest consumes
more water through a process known
as evapotranspiration, which describes
how plants use the water collected
from their roots and then release it as
vapor into the atmosphere. Based on
the concept of the “water balance,”
that would mean that less water
remains in the ground for our soils,
streams, and the riparian habitats next
to streams, which nurture species
needing cool, moist habitats.
Less water in the ground and in
streams is bad news for species that
rely on watersheds for food, shelter
and water – including humans.
Overstocked forests have also been
shown to be less resilient forests,
more vulnerable to drought, pests,
pathogens and wildfire. This is in part
because the competition for water in
overly dense stands is not ideal for
growing conditions. Redefining
stewardship for a climate-changed
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world, using both Indigenous and
western science, will be key to
sustaining ecosystem services that
forests provide, like clean water, clean
air, carbon sequestration, nutrient
cycling, wildlife habitat, and
recreation.
Thanks to funding from California’s
Wildlife Conservation Board,
Pepperwood is working with world
experts on how to make very precise
measurements of the water and
energy balances in our forest
ecosystems. The work we are doing at
Pepperwood (and at a partner site in
the Northern Sierras) is filling critical
data gaps by providing some of the
first empirical measurements of the
“exhalation” of the land – fluxes of
gases including water vapor and
carbon dioxide – in Northern
California. We will combine these
measurements with those that
quantify the water in our soil and in
our streams to see whether our
prescription of forest thinning –
wherein we remove all trees less than
ten inches in trunk diameter at breast
height throughout a given area –
results in more water made available
to the ecosystem.
We are testing the hypothesis that
forest thinning may increase water
yield by using a paired watershed
approach. We will compare the
amount of water in the air, in the
ground, and in our streams in a treated
versus an untreated watershed
(Weimar Creek Basin vs. Redwood
Creek Basin, respectively). This
project is a result of a close
collaboration between our Research

team and our Preserve Management
team. This study, investigating the
relationships between forest
stewardship and watershed response,
is the first of its kind in our region.

WHAT IS A
FLUX TOWER?
The most novel
addition to
Pepperwood’s
Sentinel Site are the
two “flux towers” that
are part of this project.
They’re designed to
generate empirical
measurements of
evapotranspiration,
contributing to a rare
and critical dataset
that is necessary for
getting climate change
projections right in our
region and for the
globe! The towers,
each weighing in at
200 pounds and
standing 70 feet tall,
were hand-carried
into the field and
installed by our team
of technicians and
staff volunteers.

SENSORS IN THE AIR
High up on each tower,
an anemometer
measures wind speed
and direction while
infrared gas analyzers
measure the flux of
gases, including
carbon dioxide and
water vapor, between
the terrestrial
(land-based)
ecosystem and the
atmosphere. The
towers are also
equipped with
radiometers to
measure incoming
solar radiation and
outgoing thermal
radiation – the inputs
and outputs of the
earth’s energy
balance. Precipitation
(rainfall), the primary
input to the water
balance along with fog,
is measured via a set
of tipping bucket rain
gauges.

LEARN FROM THE FIELD WITH RESEARCH TECHNICIAN, RYAN FERRELL,
IN OUR SHORT VIDEO “FLUX TOWER: MEASURING OUR IMPACT IN THE FOREST,” AT

YouTube.com/PepperwoodFoundation

DAY
OF
RAIN

FLUX TOWER
DAY
AFTER
RAIN

SENSORS IN
THE GROUND
Changes in soil
moisture storage and
temperature is
quantified using soil
moisture sensors
installed at multiple
depths below ground.
These sensors measure
how much electricity

DAYS
AFTER

SENSORS IN
OUR STREAMS

can be transmitted
through the soil, which
is an indicator of water
content. We will also
measure the amount of
water in fractured
bedrock underlying the
soil using drilled
boreholes and a device
called a neutron probe.

Stream flow
measurement stations
(stream gauges) will be
installed at the lower
ends of our watersheds,
allowing us to quantify
the total water flowing
out of the system. Each
watershed will have
devices installed that

are robust enough to
measure big winter
flows and sensitive
enough to measure
summer base flows.
We will be measuring
the height and velocity
of the water in order
to estimate the total
surface water discharge
of the basin.

LOCAL TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION

AIR SENSORS

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

SOIL
SOIL SENSORS

STREAMFLOW
STREAMFLOW
SENSOR

TOWER 1
CONTROL PLOT
(NO STEWARDSHIP)

STREAMFLOW
BEDROCK

STREAMFLOW
SENSOR

TOWER 2
EXPERIMENTAL PLOT
(STEWARDED FOREST)
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Grandmother Oak
By Wendy Herniman, Pepperwood Steward
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Over 30% of Pepperwood’s 3,200-acres consist of oak woodland habitat, with another 20% consisting of mixed hardwood habitat. Wendy’s project provides data that
clues us into the history of the trees themselves as well as the landscape as a whole.

Whenever I come to a magnificent oak
stretching its curving limbs in every
direction – upwards towards the sky,
downwards like buttresses to the
earth and intertwining with the
branches of its neighbors – I wonder
how many years have passed since the
acorn put out its first delicate shoots. I
pause and think of the creatures which
have spent time enjoying its shade,
nibbling at the leaves, flowers and
fruits of the tree itself and of the
plants and fungi growing on its
surfaces as well as beneath it. There’s
one tree on the preserve which has
drawn me to it repeatedly over the
years: an ancient coast live oak, known
as the Grandmother Oak, which
towers over the grassy rock-strewn
hillside near the beginning of the
Wappo Trail.
I recently decided to do a little
research into some of the oaks which
I’ve been spending so much time with
at Pepperwood and included this
beloved tree in my study. As part of
that research, I embarked on a
dendrochronology, or tree-coring,
project. With some help from two
strong young men, my son Peter and
Pepperwood’s own Ryan Ferrell, I
collected a couple of cores from each
of the trunks of 19 oak trees on the
preserve using an increment core
borer. These cores are long, thin
cylinders of wood which show narrow
bands of varying thickness, which are
the growth rings laid down each year
by the trees. Each spring, with the
arrival of warmer days and enough
rain, our trees produce flushes of new
leaves which power their growth for
the year, so that warm, wet years

(Left) Wendy and her son Peter determine a
good spot to collect a tree core sample from the
Grandmother Oak (Right) Peter bores a hole to
collect the core sample

result in wide growth rings, while
drought years or cooler years slow
down growth rates and produce
narrower rings.
We can use these growth rings visible
in the tree cores to get an idea of the
ages of the trees as well as to assess
their growth rates over time.
Additionally, the tree cores give us
clues about the history of the trees
themselves and the history of the
landscape. We may be able to see
evidence of pests and diseases and
also to see when fires have occurred
and left their charred marks on the
trunks of these fire-adapted oaks.
I found that the oldest black oak which
I had sampled dated back to around
1809; the oldest blue oak dated from
1845; the Oregon oaks were much
younger, dating back to 1922; and the
hybrid oaks had been growing since
around 1820. The most eagerly
anticipated results were naturally for
the larger coast live oaks, three of
which were estimated to have begun
growing around the 1760s, while the
Grandmother Oak itself was found to
be around 540 years old, dating back
to approximately 1480.

As I stand within its maze of branches,
I wonder about the people who have
passed by the Grandmother Oak –
those in recent decades like young
elementary students on field trips and
visiting artists pausing to capture its
image – who enter through the gates
into the preserve and share a little
glimpse of the world of interconnected
creatures here. To have been part of
this landscape through so many
seasons and centuries, while standing
sentinel for more than 500 years
simply amazes me. These ancient
trees tower over us with their roots
stretching deeply into the earth,
supporting a rich abundance of life,
while human history unfolds around
us. I cannot help but wonder what
they make of us all.
The full version of this story can be
found on our website at
www.pepperwoodpreserve.org/blog

About the Author
Wendy Herniman
grew up in the UK, but
has lived in Santa
Rosa for a little over
20 years. Her careers
focused on healthcare
and education, but
she found her
community when she
discovered
Pepperwood in 2011

and has been
volunteering ever
since. She earned her
certification as a
California Naturalist
in 2013 and became a
Pepperwood Steward
shortly thereafter.
This journey took her
to a master’s degree
in Biodiversity,
Wildlife and
Ecosystem Health
in 2019.
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Adapted from an Interview
with Michael Gillogly
(Preserve Manager) and
Clint McKay (Indigenous
Education Coordinator)
Michael Gillogly has dedicated his life
to conservation, and nearly the last
three decades with a careful focus
exclusively on the lands of
Pepperwood. He’s served as the
preserve’s Manager since before it
was stewarded by the Pepperwood
Foundation, having started his role on
behalf of the California Academy of
Sciences. Michael believes that people
play integral roles in the ecosystems
upon which they rely. Pepperwood is
more than just a place for Michael, it
is his home.
Clint McKay’s connection to
Pepperwood is generational. The
Wappo people have lived and tended
this land since time immemorial. Their
stories of creation involve the
mountain that we now call Mount
Saint Helena. Clint does not need
scientific proof of his connection to
this land to know it is real and long
held. This land is more than just a place
for Clint, it is his homeland.
Clint and Michael’s perspectives arise
from different traditions, but their
love of Pepperwood’s inhabitants,
from the smallest to largest, unites
them in a shared sense of
responsibility to steward and protect
this special place. The Black Oak
Project, launched by the Native
Advisory Council at Pepperwood in
2018, provides a unique intersection
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Stewardship
Our Land
Recognizes
where western and Indigenous science
can meet. But the roots of this story
reach farther back to a time long ago,
when the Indigenous people of this
place, Clint’s people, first developed a
relationship with the black oak and
solidified its role as a cultural keystone
species. The relationship between
human and tree, thousands of years in
the making, resulted in a mosaic of
ecosystems that defines our
stewardship practices to this day.
The Wappo favor the black oak for its
bounty of nutritious acorns, and for its
provision of nourishment for
numerous other species – deer,
squirrels, mice, bear, woodpeckers,
scrub jays, to name a few. Through the
use of cultural fire and other
traditional ecological practices, Clint’s
ancestors created a sustainable
relationship with their home
landscape that lasted for millennia.
This relationship was not static – it
was flexible, adaptive, and resilient.
Restoring this kind of relationship at
Pepperwood is what Clint and Michael
are working on together.
After two hundred years of
suppression of Indigenous tending
practices that included the ignition of
periodic low intensity cultural burns,
what once was a carefully-tended
garden became largely overgrown.
Local Douglas-fir trees were able to

encroach upon biodiverse oak
woodland areas. With more trees, like
straws in a bucket, there were also
more demands on the water table.
During his tenure, Michael has
steadily increased and refined the
resources available for stewardship of
Pepperwood’s life and landscapes.
Michael evolved a program of forest
thinning at the reserve, with the
objective of increasing overall
ecosystem health. He had to make a
choice about which native forest he’d
favor, Douglas-fir forests or oak
woodlands. Michael chose to favor oak
woodlands in part because historical

BEFORE:
DOUGLAS-FIR ENCROACHMENT

AFTER:
POST-THINNING PILES READY TO BE BURNED

ecology research at the preserve
showed that the extent of oak
woodlands was declining due to
Douglas-fir encroachment. As part of
his stewardship vision, Michael was
also dedicated to reintroducing
controlled burning.

these oaks is attributed to the
microenvironment that surrounds
them. The idea then, was to mirror this
microenvironment to other, unhealthy
oaks and to steward them in ways that
provide them with a better
opportunity to grow and flourish.

The Black Oak Project initiated the
revitalization of traditional ways to
tend black oak woodlands so that they
could again become healthful,
productive and supportive. The first
part of the project was identifying 60
“specimen” black oaks – oaks whose
age and health designated them to be
ideal “success stories”. The success of

Nowadays, Clint and Michael take a
walk together about once every other
week. They go out onto the land and
discuss their philosophies of
stewardship – taking the space to
build understanding. Relationships are
what’s important in this story.
“Indigenous science has not always
been acknowledged or respected,”

says Clint, “but through interactions
and relationships we expand our
understanding of other people’s
perspectives and methods around
science.” The Black Oak Project
embodies the intersection of Clint and
Michael’s perspectives, Indigenous
and western sciences. The former
does not require data collection to
understand a relationship that has
existed for millennia. But using
research to validate those
relationships may be important to
educate relatively recent arrivals. All
the while, our research team studies
the impacts of our stewardship over
time so that we can collectively adapt
our methods in the face of
unprecedented climate change.
Together, Indigenous and western
science inform our relationship to this
place. For Michael, the lesson is about
“slowing down – not just thinking about
how many acres we’ve treated and
how many more we can do, but also
focusing on complex relationships.” By
which he means relationships between
the land, the inhabitants of the land,
and each other. And for Clint, wellestablished relationships like these
amount to mutual respect, the
keystone of ecosystem resilience.

(Left) Michael Gillogly surveys the piles in the recently thinned forest plot
(Right) Black oak acorns are preferred by the Wappo people
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Natur e is Everywhere
You Are
By Holland Gistelli, Education Specialist
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Expert lichenologist, Jesse Miller leading a field exploration class at Pepperwood in February

Since March 2020, our community has
been centered around our home
ecosystems. Walks to the
neighborhood park, working from
home, and “staycations” replaced the
commute, venturing out, and travel
adventures. In this time of turning
inward, many have sought ways to
connect – with community, with
ourselves, and with nature.
Pepperwood’s education programs
have met our community where they
are, amplifying the message that
nature is everywhere you are, to foster
a deeper awareness of our home
landscapes.

Holland Gistelli helping with restoration
planting of native grasses

We now offer a diverse series of
online classes and webinars via our
very own Pepperwood Foundation
YouTube channel. Instead of limiting
ourselves to serving those who can
visit the preserve, we have connected
with learners across California and
farther afield with participants from
across the United States. This spring
we offered our first UC Climate
Stewards courses, with an online
model that allowed for participants
across locales to share perspectives,
engage in discussion, and take action.
Climate Stewards are empowered by
climate change science through both a
local and global lens. The benefit of
hosting virtual programming is that we
can reach a broader community and
bridge gaps in access.

Last fall, we recruited animal tracker
Meghan Walla-Murphy to teach our
“Learning to See Your Landscape”
four-week online course. Between
weekly Zoom meetings, participants
took the new practices they acquired
into the field, returning to the next
meeting with observations to share.
Meghan was surprised by how much
her students took to the online
medium. “I am amazed by what
students share in class each week,” she
said, “natural history mysteries that
we decipher and solve together – it’s
as if the hyper locality of COVID has
somehow given them permission to
delve deeply into their home ecologies
as they never have before.”
Nature is everywhere you are became a
mantra to share, especially with our
youngest homebound learners.
Elementary school kids engaged in our
Students Conducting Environmental
Inquiry (SCENIQ) program now
experience live virtual field trips and
enjoy our Wild Wonders videos that
bring nature to them, wherever they
are. SCENIQ classroom teachers were
thrilled to learn that we could offer
our programs over Zoom, until the kids
can get back to school-and their
school field trips! Students’ reactions
tell a similar story as we explore living
creatures together – like our friend
Hernando, the potato bug! Students
continue to practice science
observation in this virtual format,
while being inspired to explore more
just outside their door with at-home
activities.

Baby western fence lizard,
PHOTO: TEENNAT PARTICIPANT

We’re all growing accustomed to a
new baseline of uncertainty these
days, but one thing’s for sure: you
don’t have to go far to connect with
nature. If you find yourself in need of
some inspiration, we’ve got you
covered. Your support makes a
difference, so thank YOU for making
this work possible.

Bringing the outdoors inside to look closer via
microscope

TO SIGN UP FOR CLASSES,
HIKES AND EVENTS,
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.pepperwoodpreserve.org/
get-involved/classes-events
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“The cultural and economic needs of tribes are tied to the land
and protecting the land is a critical component of advancing tribal
sovereignty and self-determination. Since its inception, the Native
American Advisory Council at Pepperwood has made it a priority to
include the next generation of traditional ecological knowledge holders
in the environmental education program at Pepperwood.”
Brenda Flyswithhawks
Member of the Native Advisory Council at Pepperwood
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Taylor Pennewell, Director and Founder of the local Redbud Resource Group

		 Uplifting Indigenous 		
		 Voices in
Environmental Education
By Margaret Boeger, Education Director

This year Pepperwood has been
dedicated to elevating Native voices in
our community and integrating
cultural perspectives into our
educational programming. This past
winter Clint McKay, Pepperwood’s
Indigenous Education Coordinator,
presented virtual sessions on the
importance of black oaks to local
Indigenous communities, the role that
fire has played in traditional land
stewardship, and the story of Wappo
and Pomo basketry and its cultural
significance. Clint is now also leading
small group hikes on the reserve to
enable visitors to see the land through
his eyes.
We are also delighted to be partnering
with Taylor Pennewell and Madison
Esposito from the Redbud Resource
Group, and Nicole Meyers-Lim from
the California Indian Museum and
Cultural Center, to share their work
engaging native youth with over 40
environmental educators as part of
the Sonoma Environmental Education
Collaborative (SEEC) teacher training
series. As current SEEC chair, I look
forward to collaborating closely with
these sister organizations to expand
the reach of their exciting new
Indigenous curriculum with local
teachers.
ALL OF CLINT’S VIDEOS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE FOR YOU TO
CHECK OUT ON OUR DISCOVER
NATURE PLAYLIST ON

YouTube.com/
PepperwoodFoundation
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Showcasing
the Aurora
Triad at
Pepperwood

With the launch of our Inspiring Connections with Nature initiative, we are
thrilled to showcase a new art piece from local sculptor Catherine Daley. Aurora
Triad is the sixth sculpture in her Aurora Kinetic series.
Suspended aluminum rods, which have been drilled, pinned and hand sanded, flow
freely in the wind. The resulting wavelengths reference musical progressions and
chime softly in the breeze. The movement of light, captured by the rods,
references the aurora borealis’ curtain of light while the shape of the upper plates
allude to an archetypal riverine form that is fragmented into oxbow lakes. The
reflective surfaces mirror the environment, while the sanded elements are
designed to express light as a beacon of hope for our World.
Catherine Daley is an interdisciplinary artist based in the San Francisco Bay Area.
She works in sculpture, photography, and painting. She has had her work shown at
the Luther Burbank Center for the Arts, Sonoma Academy, Marin Museum of
Contemporary Art and the Museum of Sonoma County. Find more of Catherine’s
work at catherinedaleyart.com
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Your Support Matters
Your gift to Pepperwood powers solutions for a vibrant natural world
and boosts the resilience of Northern California’s working and wild
lands and the communities that rely upon them for their well-being.

“Our connection to
Pepperwood spans over
four decades. We have
been delighted to both
experience and support
Pepperwood’s mission
to inspire science-based
conservation. Of great
importance to us is the way
Pepperwood encourages
and stimulates the next
generation to understand,
protect, and value the
natural world.”

Become a Friend of Pepperwood

Gerald & Buff Corsi
Sentinel Society Donors

Make a lasting gift through your living trust or will and inspire
conservation through science for generations to come. When you
make a gift to Pepperwood through your will, you become a
member of our new Sentinel Society – Pepperwood’s community
of those making planned gifts through their estate plans. Sentinels
defend and keep watch, and through their estate plans, members
of the Sentinel Society will make it possible for Pepperwood to
be a vigilant protector for the benefit of future generations.
To learn more contact Sloane Shinn, Community Engagement,
at sshinn@pepperwoodpreserve.org

Donors who give $50 or more annually join an inspired community of like-minded
individuals who care about protecting the natural world and creating solutions
that foster biodiversity and the resilience of our local communities. You can
provide a one-time gift or become a Monthly Sustainer, multiplying the impact of
a small monthly gift into a significant annual gift!

Join one of our Giving Circles below to enjoy exclusive benefits

REDWOOD
CIRCLE
$50,000+

OAK CIRCLE
$25,000–
$49,999

MADRONE
CIRCLE
$10,000–
$24,999

MANZANITA
CIRCLE
$5,000–
$9,999

LEOPARD
LILY CIRCLE
$1,000–
$4,999

Leave A Legacy: Join Pepperwood’s Sentinel Society

SENTINEL
SOCIETY
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INSPIRING CONNECTIONS
THROUGH SCIENCE

NATURE DISCOVERY
FOR ALL AGES

At Pepperwood, we believe that our
well being depends on the health of our
natural world. Every day our team studies
California’s land, water, and wildlife so
we can educate decision-makers, our
community, and the next generation about
how best to care for the earth. With
guidance grounded in science, we can
all take action to sustain the planet
that sustains us.

With the vital support of our donors,
Pepperwood makes environmental
education affordable, accessible, and a
whole lot of fun!
For a complete listing of classes, hikes,
webinars and events VISIT US AT

PEPPERWOODPRESERVE.ORG

SONOMA COUNTY

Calistoga
Santa Rosa

San Francisco
@PEPPERWOODCA

@PEPPERWOODCA

@PEPPERWOODPRESERVECA

PEPPERWOOD FOUNDATION
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